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The Empire Strikes (are) Back
Phoenix Copper offers a geared exposure to a highly attractive commodity.
Our fair value of 80p is based solely on the Empire Mine open pit project
which is expected to come into production next year. The potential for
significant copper sulphide finds below the open pit, along with silver at
the Red Star mine; a gold prospect at Navarre Creek and two claims
packages in the Idaho Cobalt Belt are included in our valuation for free.
• Phoenix Copper’s core asset is the Empire Mine open pit project situated in
Idaho, USA. The project is currently being advanced towards production and
is expected to start producing by late 2022.
• Running over two concurrent phases across a ten-year period, the project is
expected to produce in the region of 58,000 tonnes of copper. In addition, the
mine has been assessed for the production of c.13,000 tonnes of zinc, c.117k
oz of gold and c.4.6 million oz of silver.
• Idaho is considered to be one of the most attractive mining jurisdictions in the
world. This combined with the company’s extensive environmental
assessments and the fact the Empire Mine is based on a brownfield site
means no issues are expected in the permitting process.
• In addition to copper oxide (and other metals) at the open pit project, Phoenix
is exposed to significant optionality within the wider Empire Mine claims block.
This includes high-grade sulphide copper ore beneath the Empire open pit
and the possibility of a district scale porphyry molybdenum-tungsten system.
• Other prospects include silver at Red Star, gold at Navarre Creek and two
claims’ packages in the Idaho Cobalt Belt. Cash flow generated from the
Empire Mine open pit project will facilitate further development at these
prospects.
• We are positive on the long-term outlook for the copper market, not least due
to its pivotal role in the ongoing energy transition. We estimate by 2030
copper usage for electric vehicles and associated infrastructure will lead to
additional annual demand of between 3,000 and 5,000 kts.
• Despite the projected 3.7% annual increase in copper production from 2022
to 2030, we believe the supply and demand conditions will remain sufficiently
tight to underpin the copper price, at least at current levels.
• Our fair value of 80p is based on copper price of $4.25/lb and a life-of-mine
post-tax NPV estimate of $135 million for the Empire Mine open pit project.
All other prospects are included in our valuation as free options.

SEAL Advisors
research@sealadvisors.com

• Well-financed and led by a highly experienced management team, we view
Phoenix Copper as a very attractive opportunity among the UK listed junior
miners.
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DISCLAIMER
This document does not meet the definition of research under MIFIDII and FCA Handbook COBS 12.2.17. It is a
corporate marketing communication and its sole purpose is to provide background material on the subject
matter. Scott Evans Associates Ltd, trading as SEAL Advisors (“SEAL”), is an appointed representative of
Messels Ltd which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FRN: 947026)
SEAL does not make investment recommendations or forecasts of share prices. SEAL may have received a fee from
the subject company of this communication to cover the costs of its production and distribution. This communication has
not been prepared in accordance with the legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment
research.
All communications originating from SEAL however disseminated do not constitute a solicitation for the purchase or sale
of any commodities, bonds, securities or investments of any kind. All information compiled in our communications are
produced to the best of our ability, its accuracy is not guaranteed.
All expressions of opinions and estimates constitute a judgement and, unless otherwise stated, are those of the author
(Scott Evans) and the research department of SEAL only, and are subject to change without notice. SEAL is under no
obligation to update the information contained herein
Any persons using material published by SEAL do so solely at their own risk and SEAL shall be under no liability
whatsoever in respect thereof.
Users accept that all intellectual property rights (including copyright, patents, trademarks) whether registered, or not, on
the communication shall remain the property of SEAL and no customer, or other person shall, or shall attempt to obtain
any title to such rights. Information appearing on this communication is the copyright of SEAL and must not be
reproduced in any medium without licence. Users are permitted to copy some material for their personal use as private
individuals only. Users must not republish any part of the data either on another website, or in any other medium, print,
electronic or otherwise, or as part of any commercial service without the prior written permission of a Director of SEAL.
Neither SEAL, nor any of its suppliers, make any warranties expressed or implied, as to the accuracy, adequacy, quality
or fitness for any particular purpose of the information or the services for a particular purpose or use and all such
warranties are expressly excluded to the fullest extent that such warranties may be excluded by law. You bear all risks
from any uses or results of using any information.
You are responsible for validating the integrity of any information received over the internet. Due to the number of
sources from which it obtains content SEAL shall not have any liability (whether in contract or tort) for any losses, costs
or damages resulting from or related to use of or inability to use any information contained in the publications or the web
site of SEAL. In no event shall SEAL be liable to you for lost profits or for indirect, incidental, special, punitive or
consequential damages arising out of or in relation to the provision of information in any publications however published
BY ACCESSING THIS REPORT, YOU AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE FOREGOING RESTRICTIONS,
LIMITATIONS, TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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Summary
Core asset is the Empire Mine in
Idaho, USA

Phoenix Copper is an AIM listed resources company developing mining assets
in Idaho, USA. Its core asset is the Empire Mine open pit project which the
company is advancing towards production in 2022. Acquired by Phoenix in 2015,
the Empire Mine has a long history of copper production with ore believed to
have been extracted from the mine as early as 1884. While the current focus is
the extraction of copper oxide, it also contains deposits of gold, silver and zinc.

We estimate a post-tax LoM NPV
of $135 million

The project is set to run in two concurrent phases, with the first phase producing
c.58,000 tonnes of copper and c.13,000 tonnes of zinc (years one to seven) and
the second phase producing c.117,000 oz of gold and c.4.6 million oz of silver
(years four to ten). Using the Preliminary Economic Assessment (PEA)
published in February 2021 we have updated the life-of-mine (LoM) analysis and
estimate a post-tax NPV for the project of $135 million.

No permitting issues expected

With no major permitting issues envisaged and the project located in Idaho, one
of the most attractive mining jurisdictions in the world, the risk profile of the
project can be described as highly favourable.

Significant optionality

In addition to copper oxide (and other metals) at the open pit project, Phoenix
Copper is exposed to significant optionality within the wider Empire Mine claims
block. This includes; the potential for high-grade sulphide copper ore beneath
the Empire open pit and the possibility of a district scale porphyry molybdenumtungsten system. Other prospects include silver at Red Star, gold at Navarre
Creek and two claims’ packages in the Idaho Cobalt Belt.

Our FV estimate of 80p is based
solely on the Empire Mine

We have taken a simplistic approach to the valuation of Phoenix. We openly
admit to being positive on the outlook for the copper price especially given its
pivotal role in the ongoing energy transition and the need for carbon neutrality.
Our post-tax project NPV of $135 million is based on a copper price of $4.25/lb
and indicates a fair value for the stock of 80p per share. This is based solely on
the Empire Mine open pit project with all other prospects coming as free options.
Well-financed and led by a very experienced management team, we believe
Phoenix Copper offers an exciting opportunity within the UK junior mining sector.

Figure 1: Life-of-mine analysis (LoM) of the Empire Mine

SEAL analysis of Empire Mine open pit - LoM
Revenue, EBITDA & CF projections ($m)
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840
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Figure 2: SEAL valuation of Phoenix Copper
Pre-tax NPV of open pit project (Empire)

£153m

Post-tax NPV of open pit project (Empire)

£135m

Share of project

80%

Share of project value

$108m

Current net cash

$20m

Equity value (USD)

$128m

FX rate (GBP/USD)

1.37

Equity value (GBP)

£93m

Number of shares

116.3m

Phoenix Copper Fair Value (p/s)

80p

Source: SEAL Advisors

Source: SEAL Advisors
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The Empire Mine
The Empire Mine is situated in the Alder Creek mining district, on the eastern
slopes of the White Knob Mountains near the southern border of Custer County,
central Idaho, around 150kms due West of Idaho Falls.

Based in central Idaho

The nearest town is Mackay (population c.550), around 5.5kms north-east of the
mine, which is accessible via an all-weather gravel road. The Empire project sits
at an altitude of 2,050 to 2,750m above sea level, with portions of the claims
accessible via four-wheel-drive trails.
Figure 2: Location of the Empire Mine Project in Idaho

Source: CPR, Google Maps

One of the most attractive mining
regions

In the Fraser Institute’s Annual Survey of Mining Companies (2020), Idaho was
the top-ranking mining jurisdiction of the 77 ranked based on overall policy
attractiveness. This encompasses factors such as environmental, labour and
other regulations, legal framework, taxation, political stability and infrastructure.

Figure 3: Fraser Institute’s Annual Survey of Mining Companies (2020)

Fraser Institute Policy Perception Index - Top 10
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100
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92
90

Source: Fraser Institute, 2020
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Phoenix Copper’s involvement in the Empire Mine stems from a July 2015
agreement with mining company, ExGen. This agreement saw Phoenix enter
into an option to acquire 80% of Konnex Resources, a subsidiary of ExGen,
which had exclusively leased the exploration and mineral rights for the Empire
claims from the original claimants, Mackay LLC and Honolulu Copper Corp. The
following diagram shows the claims ownership structure as of the June 2017 AIM
admission.

Ownership structure of mining
claims

Figure 4: Ownership structure of mining claims at admission

Source: Phoenix Copper Ltd

Significantly increased acreage
since IPO

Since its IPO, Phoenix has substantially added to its land position around the
Empire Mine, increasing it by a factor of five times from 819 to 4,400 acres.
Additions to the Empire acreage reflect an increasing understanding of the
underlying geology, with updated geological reports pointing to the possibility of
a district-scale opportunity.
Figure 5: Increase in Empire Mine acreage since IPO
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Source: Phoenix Copper Ltd, SEAL Advisors
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History of the Empire Minei
Mining at Empire began in the
1800s

Ore was first discovered in the area of the Empire mine in 1879-1880, by
prospectors inspired by the profitable development of rich lead-silver deposits in
the Nicholia district to the north. Due to a lack of resources the ore deposits
remained undeveloped. This changed in 1884 when additional discoveries
(including part of what would become known as the Empire Mine) were made,
triggering a mining boom. Originally known as the White Knob Mine, named after
the surrounding mountain range and the eponymous mining company which first
exploited it, the Empire Mine acquired its name in 1907 when the operatorship
passed to the Empire Copper Company.

Large-scale mining started at
Empire in 1901

While ore was believed to have been extracted from the Empire Mine as early
as 1884, mining operations on a large scale began in 1901 when California
mining millionaire John Mackay took an interest in the mine following the
discovery of a resource of one million tonnes of ore grading 4% copper. With
investment in a smelter and other infrastructure, the Empire Mine rapidly became
the largest producer of copper in the district, leading United States Geological
Survey (USGS) geologist Joseph Umpleby, writing in 1917, to remark how
‘[s]ince 1900, the history of the mine now owned by the Empire Mining Co. has
been essentially the history of mining in the region’.
Figure 6: Photo of Alberta Tunnel at 700 ft level Empire Mine c.1913

Source: Phoenix Copper Ltd

Significant production between
1901 and 1940

According to an early report by the USGS, between 1901-1942 the Empire Mine
produced 55 million pounds of copper (694,000 tonnes at a recovered grade of
3.64%), with around 98% of this aggregate production being produced prior to
1931. Taking a longer time series (1902-1975), the Empire Mine is reported to
have produced c.62 million pounds of copper. Additionally, over the same time
frame, the mine also produced 1.3 million oz silver, 41,000 oz of gold and just
under one million pounds of lead. In 1942 the mine also produced tungsten ore
for the first time in response to demand for the mineral for armaments, with the
ore apparently grading 2.1% WO3 (tungsten oxide).
In the early years of production, reports written at the time indicate high grades
of ore, with 1906 production of 50,000 tonnes of ore said to have been at a grade
of 4% copper, along with significant amounts of gold and silver. A few years later,
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in 1911, over one million pounds of copper were produced at an average ore
grade of 6%. Double that amount was produced the following year, with ore
grading ranging between 5 to 6%. These ore grades are also confirmed in
contemporary geological reports. For instance, Umpleby commented that the
1913 mine production had an average assay value of 5.4% copper.
Peak production in 1917

Peak historical production for the mine appears to have been 1917, when 5.5
million pounds of copper were recovered from c.71,000 tonnes of ore. Historical
production seems to have been a mixture of both oxide and sulphide ore, with
the majority of ore being extracted from no greater than 700 feet of depth, though
ore was mined as deep as 1,100 feet. It appears that the oxidized ore was
particularly high grade, typically 4-5%, with the sulphide ore grading around half
this at c.2%. However, early geological reports also cite sulphide ore grading
6% copper.

Many owners of the mine

In its more recent history, the Empire Mine has passed through a number of
owners. After the closure of the underground mines in the 1940s, the most
notable mining operation was conducted in 1968 when a small amount of copper
oxide was mined via a surface mining operation at the south end of the Empire
deposit, creating the Atlantic-Pacific (AP) pit.

Mainly worked on a lease basis

A striking feature of the history of Empire Mine is that for substantial periods, the
mine was worked on a lease basis, which is likely a factor in what appears to be
a total lack of systematic exploration that took place whilst the mine was in
operationii. While a number of companies have undertaken exploratory drilling
post the closure of the underground mine, the focus has been primarily on the
AP Pit area in order to develop the shallow oxide resource iii. This is clearly of
great significance for the perspectivity of the Empire Mine and its surrounding
area, a topic which will be discussed later in this report.

The Empire Mine Geology
Recent geological reports by Nigel
Maund

The most comprehensive reports on the geological setting of the Empire Mine
are the two reports written by consultant geologist, Nigel Maund. One of the key
takeaways from the earlier dated report is Maund’s speculation that underlying
the oxide resource at Empire might be located a ‘potentially small porphyry scale,
potentially bulk tonnage, sulfide Cu + Au + Ag + (W) skarn system’, which he
describes as ‘the real prize of the Empire Mine’.

“Underexplored and undeveloped
opportunity”

The possibility of substantial, as yet undiscovered orebodies despite the fact that
Empire is a brownfield mine reflects Maund’s view that the likely less than 1%iv
of the total ore system at Empire has been tested, with Maund concluding that
the ‘upside exploration and evaluation potential of this ore system is considered
major and it comprises a seriously underexplored and undeveloped opportunity’.
Maund highlights how an earlier geological assessment carried out by the
forerunner of the USGS found high grade scheelite (tungsten) ore along with
high grade copper, gold and silver ore in the 1000 feet levels of the mine, raising
the possibility that Empire might comprise a tungsten skarn system. If this is the
case, and Empire is not simply a Copper-Zinc skarn as has been the prevailing
view, then this may indicate the presence of high-grade sulphide copper ore.
Maund’s conclusion is that there is the potential of a 100-150 metre ore body at
aggregate copper equivalent grades of greater than 1%. Importantly, he also
notes that the Empire Mine is part of a larger mineralized system, extending 2.53 kilometres with less than 30% of the strike having been evaluated.
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Between this first report (described above) and Maund’s subsequent report,
some four years had passed during which Phoenix had undertaken substantial
exploratory drilling at Empire. Maund was therefore able to supplement his
earlier report with an examination of drill cores gathered by Phoenix. On the
basis of the new geological evidence, he concludes that the Empire Ore system
comprises a ‘world class polymetallic ore system’ with a potential sulphide ore
deposit of ‘the order of tens of millions of tonnes’ at copper equivalent grades of
greater than 1% Cu (copper and gold being the principal value contributing
metals). The ore is likely to be contained in ‘discreet bulk mineable ore shoot
along the entire 5 to 8km strike of the Granite Porphyry-Skarn contact zone’.
Tungsten and molybdenum ore
potential’

Furthermore, there appears to be ‘deeper tungsten and molybdenum ore
potential’. Intriguingly, the historic Thompson Creek Mine, which was one of the
world’s largest molybdenum mines, also happens to be located in Custer County,
Idaho. Maund draws similarities between the textures and geochemistry of the
Empire granite porphyry brecchia (GPB) and that at the significant porphyrymolybdenum-tungsten mines of Questa, New Mexico and Henderson-Urad in
the Colorado Mineral Belt, the latter at one time North America’s largest producer
of primary molybdenum.
Other notable molybdenum mines in the US include Climax (prior to Henderson,
North America’s largest molybdenum producer), also located in the Colorado
Mineral Belt.
Summarising the Empire geology, we can say that a potentially significant copper
sulphide resource (plus contained gold) appears to underlie the surficial oxide
resource at the mine, with ore possibly present in discrete shoots along the entire
5-8kms of strike of the known GPS contact zone. Moreover, beneath this
sulphide resource there is the possibility of a molybdenum-tungsten deposit, with
the Empire geochemistry flagging analogies with notable and sizeable
molybdenum-tungsten deposits. Against this highly prospective backdrop,
Phoenix’s five-fold expansion of the Empire acreage since IPO looks astute,
reflecting the possibility of a district scale opportunity.

Significant copper sulphide
resource

Empire Mine Open Pit Project
Empire Mine open pit is phase one

The Empire Mine open pit project represents phase one of the company’s
strategy, namely to fast track the copper oxide resource contained in the AP Pit
into production and generate cash flow a soon as practicable from the sale of
copper cathode. Since IPO in June 2017, the majority of the company’s
exploration dollars have been focused on proving up the Empire Mine open pit
resource by a combination of exploration and in-fill drilling. This has seen an
aggregate 158 holes (13,064 metres) drilled, in addition to historic drilling under
previous owners of some 255 holes (24,270 metres).

Successful drilling campaign

Successful drilling campaigns conducted by Phoenix in 2017, 2018, 2019 and
2020 have led to a significant increase in the open pit resource, as shown in
Figure 7. The chart shows that the resource estimate has increased from 7.3
million tonnes of ore measured and indicated (M & I) and a further 5.5 million
tonnes inferred (April 2017 JORC compliant Mineral Resource estimate) to 22.9
million tonnes of ore M & I and a further 10.6m tonnes inferred (Oct 2020 NI 43101 resource). This equates to a tripling of the M & I estimated resource since
IPO.
Moreover, as the company’s understanding of the orebody has increased
following the data accrued from the various drilling campaigns, the composition
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of the resource estimate has also evolved. The revised JORC resource estimate
published in Nov 2017 incorporated data from infill drilling conducted in 2017 to
include zinc, gold and silver resources for the first time.

Figure 7: Empire Mine estimated open pit copper oxide resource development
Empire Mine Estimated Open Pit Oxide Resource Development
25,000,000
20,000,000
15,000,000
10,000,000
5,000,000
0
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Nov 2017
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Measured & Indicated

May 2020

Oct 2020

Inferred
Source: SRK Consulting, Hard Rock Consulting

A combination of further infill drilling and step-out drilling conducted during
subsequent drilling campaigns has seen increases for all of the contained metals
within the M & I category, but particularly so for gold and silver.

The Economics of the Empire Mine
PEA published February 2021

The October 2020 resource estimate, published in February 2021 forms the
basis of the updated Preliminary Economic Assessment (PEA) for the Empire
Mine open pit project. It should be noted that the PEA being a preliminary
technical and economic study, demonstrates the potential viability of the
resource. In order to proceed to a bankable feasibility study, further exploratory
drilling will be required to move mineral resource from the inferred to the
Measured & Indicated category, as well as more detailed geological assessment
and mine costings. The economic model contained in the PEA is based on a
two-phase operation over a 10-year mine life, which will see the production of
copper and zinc in years one to seven, with the addition of gold and silver
production from years four to ten.

Copper and zinc in first stage

In the first phase of the mine, copper and zinc will be recovered via a heap leach
operation, with the copper oxide processed in a SW-EX (Solvent Extraction and
Electrowinning) plant to produce copper cathode. In the second phase,
beginning in year four and running through to year ten, the spent heap leach ore
will be processed in an agitation leach plant using non-toxic ammonium
thiosulphate as a reagent before being passed through a Merrill-Crowe plant in
order to recover gold and silver in the form of doré.
The innovative idea of using ammonium thiosulphate, which is non-toxic, rather
than the more usual (toxic) sodium cyanide leaching effectively means that
production as per the above model can begin three years earlier than otherwise
would have been the case, given the lengthened time that would have been
10
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required to obtain the necessary environmental permissions for a cyanide
leaching operation. It is worth adding that ammonium thiosulphate while not as
commonly used as traditional cyanide leaching is nonetheless extensively used
in the industry, and hence the technology is tried and tested. It is noteworthy that
metallurgical analysis on ore samples that has been conducted on Phoenix
Copper’s behalf has calculated gold recoveries at greater than 97%v.
Table 1: Preliminary Economic Assessment (Feb 2021) – main details
LoM Copper Production (years 1-7/tonnes)

58,183

LoM Zinc Production (years 1-7/tonnes)

13,391

LoM Gold Production (years 4–10/oz)

117,200

LoM Silver Production (years 4-10/oz)

4,624,384

Total revenues – Gross (LoM, $m)

836

Total revenues – Net (LoM, $m)

784

Total EBITDA (LoM, $m)

310

Pre-production capital cost ($m)

52.6

Pre-Tax NPV @ 7.5% ($m)

105

Pre-tax IRR (%)

57%

Post-tax NPV @ 7.5% ($m)

88

Pre-tax IRR (%)

47%

Metal prices used: Copper $3.60/lb, Zinc $1.20/lb, Gold $1,825/oz, Silver $27/oz
Source: Phoenix Copper Ltd, Hard Rock Consulting

Production assessment of the
mine

As shown in Table 1 above, the economics of the Empire Mine as detailed in the
February 2021 PEA report estimated production of 58 thousand tonnes of copper
and 13 thousand tonnes of zinc in years one to seven of the mine’s operation.
From year four to year ten, the report estimates the production 117 ounces of
gold and 4.6 million ounces of silver.

PEA analysis = $836 million of
gross revenue

On the basis of the commodity price assumptions utilised the production estimate
given in the PEA translates into total life-of-mine gross and net revenues of $836
million and $784 million respectively. Of this 55% would be from copper, 26%
from gold, 15% from silver and 4% from zinc. With an estimated pre-production
capital cost of $52.6 million, the pre-tax NPV (using a discount rate of 7.5%) is
estimated at $105 million. We have provided an updated assessment of the NPV
of the project in our valuation section for the Empire Mine.

No permitting issues expected

In terms of time frame to production, the company submitted a Plan of
Operations to the US Bureau of Land Management in July 2021 for review. The
company anticipates a straightforward permitting process not least due to the
fact that the Open Project is a brownfield site, but also due to the fact that the
company has carried out four years of baseline environmental data collection
and monitoring at the Empire Open Pit Mine, with no critical environmental issues
identified. With the company aiming to secure project financing in Q4 2021/Q1
2022, production is targeted to begin late next year.
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Figure 8: PEA life of mine gross (LoM) revenue contribution

Figure 9. PEA life-of-mine revenue and EBITDA estimates

PEA Empire Mine open pit - LoM gross
revenue contribution ($836m)
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Source: Phoenix Copper Ltd, Hard Rock Consulting
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Future Prospects
Empire Mine open pit is the starter
project

The Empire Mine open pit project is the main focus of Phoenix Copper. While it
is the core asset of company, in many respects it can be viewed as the “starter”
rather than sole project as it is the one that can most quickly be brought into
production and generate cash flows. Cash generated from open pit project will
facilitate the necessary exploration to assess the relative attractions of the
various other opportunities Phoenix has within the portfolio. These include:
•

Copper sulphides at the Empire Mine

•

Silver-lead deposits at Red Star

•

Gold at Navarre Creek

•

Cobalt from their stakes within the Idaho cobalt belt

Copper Sulphides: the “real prize”
Significant potential from copper
sulphides

Current development at the Empire Mine open pit is focused on the nearsurface copper oxide resource. However, historic production at Empire Mine
was predominantly from sulphide ore. Geologists’ reports in the early 1900s
testify to the high grade of the sulphide ore being mined, with Umpleby in 1917
commenting that the ‘primary ore comprises an intimate intergrowth of garnet
and chalcopyrite [the primary copper sulphide mineral] …the abundance of
chalcopyrite being such that the ore contains 5 to 6 per cent of copper to the
ton’. Also, an earlier report from 1905 by the Idaho Inspector of Mines (IMIR)
speculated as to the likely existence of ‘very valuable deposits of massive
sulphide ore at further depth’ on the basis of the presence of ‘very handsome
bodies of chalcopyrite mineral [a copper iron sulphide mineral] in the lowest
opening’.
Figure 10: Drill core showing sulphide mineralisation

Source: Phoenix Copper Ltd
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More recent reports have speculated that the oxidized copper zone at Empire
Mine might be underlain by sulphide-bearing ore and Maund’s April 2015 report
described the possibility of an underlying sulphide ore body as the ‘real prize of
the Empire Mine’. This has been reiterated in his subsequent 2019 report which
highlighted a potential sulphide ore resource of ‘the order of tens of millions of
tonnes’ at copper equivalent grades of greater than 1% Cu.
Focus has been on copper oxide

The focus on defining the oxide resource in the modern exploration history of
the mine, has meant that the potential of a deep sulphide resource has, so far,
not been properly investigatedvi. This is something which Phoenix is in the
process of rectifying, with the current drill campaign specifically targeting the
deeper sulphide potential at Empire. In this they are aided by the fact that
historic underground workings at Empire included 11.5 miles of underground
adits, meaning drilling can take place from existing underground tunnels,
making it easier, quicker and lower cost.

Confirmed results of the presence
of sulphides

Previously reported assay results from exploratory drilling for a sulphide
resource at depth have confirmed the presence of sulphide mineralization. For
example, with regard to the 2018 Empire drilling campaign, step out drilling
found that five holes encountered sulphide mineralization, one of which
discovered a 1.5m interval grading 5.53% copper at a depth of c.78m (KX1847) with another finding a 1.7m interval grading 5.19% of total copper at a
depth of c.27m (KXD18-9). Although limited assay data from the 2021 sulphide
drilling programme is as yet available, initial results seem encouraging, with a
July 2021 company press release announced that the first hole of the sulphide
drilling campaign (KXD21-02) had encountered 12.6m of sulphide
mineralization, which got progressively more intense as the hole went deeper.

Presence of high-grade copper

Assay results from this hole published in September showed the presence of
high-grade copper, with a 2m intercept at 185.9m of depth grading 2.28%
copper and a 0.5m intercept at 187.5m depth grading 8.38% copper. The
company highlighted how the higher-grade mineralization found is in keeping
with the high historic smelter grades reported in contemporary reports.
Interestingly, the hole also intercepted what the company describes as
‘anomalous’ molybdenum and tungsten mineralization, which would be in
keeping with the conclusions drawn in Maund’s April 2019 geological report.
Meanwhile, two other drill holes of the deep sulphide campaign have been
completed, with samples shipped for assay. If further exploratory drilling does
indeed reveal a significant sulphide copper resource beneath the Empire open
pit, then this could have significant valuation implications.

Red Star: a district scale opportunity
Potential silver-lead deposit at Red
Star

Red Star is a potential silver-lead deposit located 330m to the north-west of the
Empire mine. The target was located by chance in 2018 during field mapping of
the claim boundary which led to the discovery of an outcrop which appeared
prospective for silver-lead mineralisation. First assay results from Red Star
drilling revealed significant silver and lead intercepts. Drill hole KX-18 55 found
a 9.1m intercept grading 360 g/t silver and 9.92% lead as well as a 1.5m
intercept of 497g/t silver and 13.3% lead. Drill hole KX-18 57 found a 15.2m
intercept grading 159g/t silver and 2.83% lead as well as a 1.5m intercept
grading 1,111 g/t silver and 20% lead.
In May 2019, Phoenix published a maiden inferred resource for Red Star of
c.103k tonnes of ore at an average grade of c.173 g/tonne silver and 3.85%
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lead, equating to 577k oz contained silver and 3,988 tonnes of lead. Further
drill results released in Aug 2020 confirmed the continuation of a high-grade
lead and silver system at Red Star, with drill hole RSD20-01 with a 1.5m
intercept of 204 g/tonne silver and 2.31% lead and hole RSD20-03 with another
1.5m intercept, this one grading 360 g/tonne silver and 7.79% lead, though with
all four holes showing numerous intercepts grading greater than 100g/tonne
silver.
Figure 11: Topographic map showing Red Star

Source: Phoenix Copper Ltd

Potential for copper sulphide

District scale opportunity

While Red Star could potentially be developed as a lead-silver project in its
own right, with feasibility clearly dependent on further assay results to move
inferred resource into the measured and indicated category, arguably the
bigger implication of the Red Star discovery is for its understanding of the wider
Empire system. High grade lead and silver mineralization is frequently found at
the top of similar systems to Empire that have not been subject to significant
erosion. The implication being that beneath the lead-silver mineralization there
may exist copper sulphide mineralisation, in the same way that sulphides have
been detected below the copper oxide at the Empire Mine.
If this is the case, it would open up the possibility of what could be a district
scale opportunity, extending out from Empire through Red Star and potentially
over to the Horseshoe Block 1km to the North, which latter includes the former
Horseshoe Mine, Blue Bird Mine and White Knob Mine. All of these mines have
historically been worked for lead and silver (reported grades at the historic
Horseshoe Mine were over 100 oz/tonne silver and 20% lead whilst at the
White Knob and Bluebird Mines, grades of 10oz/tonne silver and 17% lead).
It is worth noting that a structural geologist’s report on Red Star and Horseshoe
published in late 2020 recommended exploratory drilling given a similar
geologic framework to Red Star. Part of the funds raised from the recent equity
issue are earmarked for further exploration drilling at Red Star. Assay results
from this drilling campaign should provide greater clarity on the potential for
Red Star to be developed as a project in its own right, as well as allow for a
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better understanding of the possibility that the lead-silver mineralization at Red
Star is evidence of a larger district scale opportunity.

Navarre Creek: a golden opportunity
Encouraging signs at Navarre

Phoenix staked its initial claims at Navarre Creek in February 2019,
subsequently adding to the acreage in August 2021. Total acreage is now
3,577 acres. Navarre Creek, located some 5kms North-North-West of Empire
Mine, is seen as highly prospective for gold, with mineralization which Phoenix
believes is consistent with volcanic-hosted epithermal, hot spring type gold
deposits, of which there are a number of notable examples in Nevada. Such
deposits are typically large, low grade and occur near surface. Initial surface
sampling results published in January 2021 were deemed encouraging, with
the majority of samples detecting gold and silver, at grades matching or
exceeding expectations.
A portion of funds raised from the recent fundraise are earmarked for a
magnetic survey and geochemical work at Navarre Creek, followed up by initial
exploration drilling beginning Q3 2021.

Cobalt: a logical step
Cobalt is another of the green
metals

With copper increasingly described as a ‘green metal’ due to its role in the
ongoing transition to more sustainable forms of energy, Phoenix’ decision to
gain exposure to key battery metal, cobalt makes perfect sense. In October
2017, the company staked two highly prospective cobalt properties in the Idaho
Cobalt Belt which hosts the USA’s only known cobalt deposits. The first of
these properties, Bighorn, comprises 29 unpatented lode claims over 580 acres
in the Northern section of the Idaho Cobalt Belt, with the claims adjacent to the
historic producing mine, Salmon Canyon. The second, Redcastle, comprises
30 unpatented lode claims over 600 acres in the Southern section of the Idaho
Cobalt Belt, with the claims adjoining TSX-listed First Cobalt’s Iron Creek
property.
Figure 12: Global supply and demand balances for cobalt, 2017-30(f)

Source: JRC Science for Policy Report, European Commission:

Assay results from grab samples collected from both properties were
promising, with all samples showing cobalt mineralization above detection
limits. In May 2021, Phoenix signed an earn-in agreement for the Redcastle
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property with First Cobalt, which will see First Cobalt potentially earning a 75%
stake in the Redcastle project by spending $3 million on exploration and related
work over a five-year period, in addition to paying $250,000 to Phoenix, a
portion of which can be payable in First Cobalt stock. Initial payment for the
option was $50,000 in cash, plus the issue of 200,000 First Cobalt shares to
Phoenix.
Vote of confidence

We see this earn-in agreement as a vote of confidence in the Redcastle
project. Moreover, with a pure-play Cobalt miner potentially becoming majority
owner of the project, this should allow Phoenix management to focus on their
core Empire district and Navarre Creek projects. With every indication that
cobalt is likely to enter a structural deficit market midway through the decade,
this gives Phoenix attractive optionality around what could be a rising cobalt
price. And moreover, a potential source of cobalt supply unimpaired by the
ESG issues which surround DRC supply, which currently accounts for the
majority of global cobalt production.
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De-carbonisation and the demand for copper
Copper is synonymous with the
de-carbonisation agenda

With the highest electrical conductivity rating of all industrial metals, as well as
being eminently ductile, copper plays a key role in electrification which in turn is
synonymous with technological progress and economic development.
Worldwide usage of refined copper has grown at a CAGR of 3.4% since 1900,
and at a CAGR of 2.8% since 1960. More recently, China’s emergence as a
global economic power has significantly augmented copper demand, with China
now accounting for c.50% of global copper consumption.
Figure 13: World Refined Copper Usage 1960 to 2020
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China is the biggest consumer of
copper

Figure 14: World Consumption of Refined Copper by Region, 2020
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In addition to its key historic role in industrialisation and economic development,
copper has emerged as a crucial metal in the shift towards de-carbonisation. The
Paris Agreement (2016) aims to keep a global temperature rise this century to
“well below 2 degrees Celsius”, and to pursue efforts to limit the temperature
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increase even further to 1.5 degrees Celsius. It is estimated that for the core
objective of the Paris Agreement to be achieved, a 70% reduction in carbon
emissions would be required. Widespread adoption of renewable energy and
electrification is crucial to achieving these goals. In order to make this shift from
an economy run predominantly on fossil fuels to one run mainly on
renewable/low carbon inputs necessarily entails increased usage of copper
given the latter’s role in electrification. The principle use for copper in this
transitioning economy are to be found in electric vehicles (and their associated
charging infrastructure), as well as wind and solar energy. In many respects, the
‘red metal’ is increasingly being viewed as a ‘green metal’ given its role in move
to carbon neutrality.

Electric Vehicles
Electric vehicles expected to make
up c30% of total sales by 2030

In 2019 global electric-light-vehicle (EV) sales comprised 2.5% of all light vehicle
sales. In 2020, the global EV sales share increased to 4%. Few would argue that
EV penetration is set to rise significantly over the next decade given
environmental concerns, government policy and improving EV charging
infrastructure. Currently there is a relatively wide range of forecasts for the
predicted penetration rates of EV sales by 2030 ranging from 26% by IHS Markit
to over 32% predicted by Deloitte and up to 40% in various industry reports.
The significance of EVs for copper demand is that a (battery electric) EV uses
on average 84kgs of copper per vehicle. This compares to c.23kgs for an internal
combustion engine (ICE) car. Hence, an increasing EV sales penetration rate
will result in significant incremental demand for copper.
To give an idea of the impact of EV sales could have on global copper demand,
Figure 15 shows three potential scenarios based on the penetration rate of EVs
of total vehicle sales by 2030. The range is 20% EV in the low scenario up to
40% EV of total global passenger car sales for the high scenario.

84kgs of copper in an EV

Figure 15: Copper Demand and EV sales as a percentage of total vehicle sales
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Implied copper demand from EVs
to be significant

From our scenario analysis, we estimate that the implied EV-related copper
demand could range from 7% of global mining supply in the low scenario to 15%
in the high scenario. While this is based on 2019 copper supply, Figure 16 shows
that for the last five years total copper production has been static. It is also worth
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noting that average copper usage per EV is likely to rise as battery technology
develops. Some mining industry commentators speculate that future EVs will
require c163kgsvii of copper per vehicle compared to at c.84kgs today.
Figure 16: Total world copper mine production since 2006

Copper production has been
stable in recent years

Total copper mine production worldwide (1,000 Metric tonnes)
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EV charging infrastructure
requires significant amounts of
copper

We also need to take the impact of the necessary charging infrastructure to
support the increasing proportion of EVs in the global car stock. A fast charger
typically requires 8kgs of copper, whereas a normal charger uses around 0.7kgs
of copper. On this basis, EV charging infrastructure might require an additional
c.390 kts of copper or even higher as the proportion of fast charges increases.
While EVs are likely to be the most significant single source of additional copperrelated demand in terms of green technologies, wind and solar energy combined
are likely to exceed that of EVsviii. This is due to a combination of a continued
rapid roll-out of wind and solar power along with the fact that renewables are
some 12x more copper intensive than traditional energy systems. It is estimated
that wind turbines require between 2.5 tonnes and 6.4 tonnes of copper per MW
for the generator, cabling and transformers. Photovoltaic systems used in solar
power generation use c.5.5 tonnes of copper per MW. Glencore estimates that
generation and grid infrastructure might account for c.500 kts of copper in 2030.

EVs and related infrastructure
could account for 15% of copper
supply

By summing the above and taking the mid case for EVs, then we can see that
incremental 2030E copper demand directly related to decarbonization might total
some 3,100 kts, representing just over 15% of current global mine supply.
Table 2: Estimated additional copper demand from EV (and related) by 2030
Source

Cu Demand (kts)

Electric Vehicles (mid scenario)

2,241

Charging Infrastructure (EV)

390

Generation & Grid infrastructure

500

Total additional copper demand

3,131

Percentage of mine supply (2019)

15.3%
Source: ICSG, EV industry forecasts, Glencore, SEAL Advisors
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If copper usage per EV were to increase to the levels some industry forecasters
are estimating, then the demand of c.3,131 kts above would increase by c.2000
kts for a total additional Cu demand of c.5,100 kts, or c.25% of current worldwide
mine supply.
Copper production is forecast to
increase

The question then becomes, can mine supply expand to meet the additional
c.3000-5000kts of additional annual copper demand from 2030E? We have
already shown (Figure 16) that global copper mine production has been relatively
flat at around 20.5 million tonnes for the past five years. Going forward the
International Wrought Copper Council (IWCC) is forecasting this to start rising
again and expect production to be around 20.9 million in 2021 and the ICSG is
forecasting world copper mine production to increase by 3.7% to around 23.3
million tonnes in 2020. Looking over the longer term, Fitch Solutions’ most recent
long-run forecast indicates that mine production will grow at an average of 3.7%
for next 10 years to reach 29.4 million tonnes by 2030.
While top-down long-run forecasts indicate that copper mine production will
experience steady growth for the next 10 years it is nonetheless worth putting in
perspective additional demand relating to EV and green energy sectors relates
to production at the individual mine level.

Increase copper demand
equivalent to 2 to 3.5x the largest
mine

Figure 17 shows the top 10 copper mines by current annual production capacity.
The largest producing mine being Escondida in Chile. An increase in annual
copper demand of 3,000 to 5,000 kts would be equivalent to 2 to 3.5 Escondidas.
Moreover, given that a greenfield copper mine can take more than 15 years to
bring from discovery to production, if the discovery hasn’t already been made, it
is unlikely that it will be producing by 2030. According to S & P Global Market
Intelligence, a total of 224 major copper deposits were discovered between
1990-2019, but only 16 of these were found in the last 10 years and only one
since 2015. A major contributing factor to this notable lack of success is the
collapse in mining industry capex allocated to grassroots copper exploration; at
36% in 2019, this is near the low of 32% in 2009.
Figure 17: Ranking of global top 10 copper mines by annual production
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Source: Bloomberg Intelligence, ICSG, 'The World Copper Factbook 2020'

Even though the majority of the major discoveries made since 1990 are not yet
in production which could support increased supply, what is clear is the demand
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and supply dynamics of the copper market are such that conditions are likely to
be tight.
Long-term outlook remains
positive

Despite forecast growth of 3.7% per year which could see annual production
increase from c.20 million to c.30 million tonnes this is more than likely to be
consumed by the general increase in infrastructure projects and the incremental
demand expected as a result of decarbonization initiatives.
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Updated economic analysis and valuation
Updating the PEA analysis of Feb
2021

We have based our analysis of valuation of Phoenix Copper on a reconstructed
version of the preliminary economic assessment (PEA) of the Empire Mine
published in February 2021. We have updated it to include current spot rates of
commodity prices and we have carried out a sensitivity analysis of the NPV to
commodity prices.

Positive view on copper price

As we have indicated in the previous section looking at the outlook for copper
demand, we hold a positive view on copper price over the medium to longer term.
While near term economic conditions may prove challenging, over the medium
to long term we see the combination of global economic growth and the desire
to achieve carbon neutrality as compelling reasons to be positive on copper
demand and price. We should not forget that the red metal has the nickname of
“Dr Copper” given is ubiquitous uses and excellent gauge of global economic
activity. On gold, silver and zinc prices we take a more neutral view. Table 3
compares the commodity prices used in the PEA analysis published in February
2021 with the values that we have used in our assessment of the Empire Mine
and valuation of Phoenix Copper.
Table 3: Commodity Price Assumptions
Commodity

PEA

SEAL Valuation

(Feb 2021)

(Sept 2021)

$3.60/lb

$4.25/lb

$1,825/oz

$1,750/oz

$27/oz

$22.5/oz

$1.20/lb

$1.40/lb

Copper
Gold
Silver
Zinc

Source: Phoenix Copper/PEA report (2021), SEAL Advisors

Details of the Life-of-Mine economic analysis of the Empire Mine are shown in
table 4 and summarised in the figures below. The main differences to highlight
Figure 18: SEAL updated analysis of gross rev. contribution
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Figure 19: SEAL updated revenue and EBITDA estimates
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are we estimate a higher LoM revenue and a higher LoM EBITDA for the project
and a higher contribution from copper in the overall commodity mix. As Table 4
shows, production is expected to take in two stages with copper and zinc
production in years one to seven and gold and silver in years four to ten. This
means that revenue, EBITDA and cashflow will peak in years four to seven and
tail off in the final years of mine production.
Table 4: Economic Model of the Empire Mine (LoM) – SEAL updated analysis of the PEA
Year of Production
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Copper (t)

8,312

8,312

8,312

8,312

8,312

8,312

8,312

0

0

0

Zinc (t)

1,913

1,913

1,913

1,913

1,913

1,913

1,913

0

0

0

Gold (‘000 oz)

0

0

0

16.7

16.7

16.7

16.7

16.7

16.7

16.7

Silver (‘000 oz)

0

0

0

660.6

660.6

660.6

660.6

660.6

660.6

660.6

Annual Production:

Annual Revenues (USD m):
Copper

77.89

77.89

77.89

77.89

77.89

77.89

77.89

0.00

0.00

0.00

Zinc

5.91

5.91

5.91

5.91

5.91

5.91

5.91

0.00

0.00

0.00

Gold

0.00

0.00

0.00

29.30

29.30

29.30

29.30

29.30

29.30

29.30

Silver

0.00

0.00

0.00

14.86

14.86

14.86

14.86

14.86

14.86

14.86

Gross Revenue

83.80

83.80

83.80

127.96

127.96

127.96

127.96

44.16

44.16

44.16

NSR (at 5%)

4.19

4.19

4.19

6.40

6.40

6.40

6.40

2.21

2.21

2.21

Revenue post NSR

5.0%

5.0%

5.0%

5.0%

5.0%

5.0%

5.0%

5.0%

5.0%

5.0%

Freight /Ins etc

0.74

0.74

0.74

1.52

1.52

1.52

1.52

0.77

0.77

0.77

Net Revenues

78.86

78.86

78.86

120.05

120.05

120.05

120.05

41.18

41.18

41.18

Mining

14.65

14.65

14.65

16.19

16.19

16.19

16.19

1.53

1.53

1.53

Processing

18.36

18.36

18.36

47.41

47.41

47.41

47.41

29.05

29.05

29.05

G&A and Prop Tax

3.10

3.10

3.10

4.07

4.07

4.07

4.07

0.97

0.97

0.97

Total Opex

36.11

36.11

36.11

67.67

67.67

67.67

67.67

31.55

31.55

31.55

EBITDA (USDm)

42.75

42.75

42.75

52.38

52.38

52.38

52.38

9.63

9.63

9.63

EBITDA margin (%)

54.2%

54.2%

54.2%

43.6%

43.6%

43.6%

43.6%

23.4%

23.4%

23.4%

4.97

4.97

41.81

5.97

5.97

5.97

5.97

1.00

1.00

1.00

Pre-tax

37.78

37.78

0.94

46.41

46.41

46.41

46.41

8.63

8.63

8.63

Post-tax

35.34

35.34

-1.50

42.88

42.88

42.88

42.88

7.54

7.54

7.54

Opex (USDm)

Capex
Cashflow:

Source: SEAL Advisors
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Using the estimates from the economic model of the Empire Mine, Table 5 details
the pre and post-tax NPV calculations for the project.
Table 5: Empire Mine NPV calculation – SEAL estimates
EBITDA (LoM, $m)

366.7

Pre-production capital costs ($m)

89.5

Sustaining capital costs ($m)

31.2

Equipment finance costs ($m)

10.6

Total pre-tax cash flow ($m)

235.3

Taxes ($m)

24.7

Total post-tax cash flow ($m)

210.7

Discount rate (%)

7.5%

Pre-tax cash flow NPV ($m)

152.6

Post-tax cashflow NPV ($m)

135.0
Source: SEAL Advisors

LoM post-tax NPV of $135 million

As Table 5 shows, from a LoM EBITDA estimate of $366.7 million we estimate
a total pre-tax cashflow of $235.3 million. After taxes and using a discount rate
of 7.5% we calculate a post-tax NPV of $135 million. The sensitivity of both pre
and post NPV estimates to commodity price assumptions used in the model are
shown in table 6 below.
Table 6: Sensitivities of pre- and post-tax NPV to commodity price assumptions
Copper price (per lb)

Pre-tax NPV ($m)

Post-tax NPV ($m)

3.75

106.4

88.9

4.25

152.6

135.0

4.75

198.7

181.1

Pre-tax NPV ($m)

Post-tax NPV ($m)

1550

139.0

121.4

1750

152.6

135.0

1950

166.1

148.6

Pre-tax NPV ($m)

Post-tax NPV ($m)

1.2

148.3

130.8

1.4

152.6

135.0

1.6

156.8

139.3

Pre-tax NPV ($m)

Post-tax NPV ($m)

20.5

147.2

129.7

22.5

152.6

135.0

24.5

157.9

140.4

Gold price (per oz)

Zinc price (per lb)

Silver price (per oz)

Source: SEAL Advisors
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NPV highly geared to the copper
price

Not surprisingly the largest impact on the NPV estimate is the movement in the
copper price. A 10% increase in the copper price (calculated over the entire life
of the mine) leads to an approximately 27% increase in the NPV. This compares
to 7% for gold, 3% for silver and 1% for zinc. These are highly stylised
sensitivities as the movement is assumed to take place over the entire life of the
project and also assumes all other factors remain equal. It does however,
highlight the impact a change in the copper price and its associated impact on
the valuation of the Empire Mine open pit project.

Valuation of Phoenix Copper
We take a very straight-forward approach to valuing the equity of Phoenix
Copper. We focus entirely on the assessment of the Empire Mine and base it on
the post-tax NPV estimate of $135 million. We include an 80% ownership of the
project economics for Phoenix and 20% to ExGen (i.e. it assumes ExGen
contributes its share of the initial capex requirement for the open pit project, as
per the terms of the agreement). We further assume that the initial capex
investment for the open pit mine is repaid from internal cash generation over the
mine’s life (and hence not a claim on the company’s EV). Finally, we incorporate
a net cash figure of $20 million as per the position at H1 2021A. Using these
values, we calculate a fair value for Phoenix Copper of 80p per share.

Straight forward approach to
valuation

Table 7: Phoenix Copper Valuation (open pit project)
Post-tax NPV open pit project

$135m

Phoenix share of project value (80% share)

$108m

Current net cash

$20m

Equity value (USD)

$128m

FX rate (GBP/USD)

1.37

Equity value (GBP)

93m

Number of shares
Phoenix fair value

116.33m
80p
Source: SEAL Advisors

Fair value estimate based solely
on the Empire Mine open pit
project

In conclusion

It is important to note that this fair value estimate is based solely on the Empire
Mine open pit project. It includes nothing for the potential sulphide resource
beneath the open pit; nothing for the potential district scale opportunity in the
broader Empire claims package, nothing for the Navarre Creek epithermal gold
potential and nothing for the potential cobalt claims. The 80p fair value estimate
includes all of these as free options. As such, the fair value we estimate for
Phoenix Copper should be viewed as conservative and subject to a potential
large upward revision.

In conclusion
Phoenix Copper offers a geared exposure to one of the most highly attractive
commodities - copper. Their core asset of the Empire Mine has been a proven
producer and recent geological assessments and drilling reports have been
highly favourable. It is based in one of the most attractive mining areas in the
world and potentially has a district scale opportunity for both copper oxide and
sulphide. It is led by a highly experienced management team and its exposure
to gold, silver, zinc and potentially cobalt only add to its attractiveness.
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SWOT Analysis
Strengths
1. Low cost, open pit starter project close to production, which should
provide cash flow to invest in potentially high value projects;
2. High-grade Sulphide potential beneath the open pit and along strike at
Empire, could lead to discovery of a significant copper resource;
3. Attractive leverage to copper price, with copper a key energy transition
metal;
4. Navarre Creek claims package, as well as Red Star and Horseshoe in
particular, give additional potential exposure to gold and silver, both
attractive in an era of monetary debasement;
5. Attractive optionality around Cobalt, another key energy transition
metal;
6. Very experienced management team and board members from both
the mining/resources sector and finance

Weaknesses
1. Bankable feasibility study still to be finalised;
2. Mine financing for open pit project not yet in place;
3. Further drilling required to prove existence of sulphide ore in economic
quantities;
4. Further exploration work required to confirm extent of Empire district
opportunity, as well as the existence of gold in mineable quantities at
Navarre Creek

Opportunities
1. The potential sulphide resource under the proposed open pit mine and
along strike could be a game changer for the company;
2. With geology indicating a possible district scale opportunity at Empire,
there exists the potential to increase resources of copper, as well as of
silver and lead;
3. Red Star could be a potential producing silver mine in its own right;
4. Further drilling at Navarre Creek to potentially lead to an initial resource
estimate, adding value to the company;
5. Exploration work on Bighorn cobalt play could add further value

Threats
1. Copper price could fall, reducing project economics;
2. Exploratory drilling may not yield expected results;
3. Change of mining permit environment
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ESG Review
Mining has highest potential
environmental impact

Mining has one of the highest potential environmental impacts across the
corporate world. Resource deposits are often located in remote places which
have significant natural capital in terms of flora and fauna, water resources, or
indigenous peoples which can all be a source of environmental and social risk.
Mining is often hazardous to labour, and can have strategic importance to
governments. It is usually a long-term activity involving years of extraction and
ore processing in potentially dangerous conditions with uncertain economics
linked to fluctuating ore grades and commodity prices. As a result, mining is
highly regulated in most jurisdictions and operations should be closely inspected
at all points of development to ensure compliance, from pre-production plans to
remediation of sites at end of commercial life.

Still too early to fully assess ESG
performance

At the current stage of exploration operations, it would be premature to judge
Phoenix on its current ESG performance since scaled up extractive operations
are some time away from commencement. Management of ESG policy and
management has initially been delegated to a board committee led by Non-Exec
Cathy Evans and met for the first time in September 2021. We would expect the
ESG committee to hold ongoing discussions on the the future reporting
standards to be adopted and against which Phoenix will be judged (including
ICMM guidance, SASB, SDG goals).

ESG advantages of Phoenix

Phoenix starts with a number of ESG advantages:
•
It is operating in a (currently) benevolent local regulatory
environment. Although societal concern about environmental issues is rising,
Phoenix is going to be operating in close collaboration with the local community
in Mackay, Idaho, where mining has been a feature of life for more than a
century. Local economic benefits will accrue amid, particularly, employment
benefits (of around 150 jobs envisaged at the Empire site, approx. 50 jobs will
be local blue and white-collar opportunities, and a local community leader Lenie
Wilkie, has been co-opted to advise the ESG Committee. Idaho’s Governor Brad
Little (R) is currently promotional towards mining development.
•
It is planning to operate in a brownfield location which has been
extensively studied and tested under previous ownership, and was mined
extensively (though not exhaustively) between 1901 and 1942. In particular there
are recent external expert baseline studies which show no legacy damage to
wildlife/flora or hydrology in the area and there are no issues with indigenous
heritage sites, or Acid Rock Drainage.

Environmental Issues
Sources of environmental issues

Environmental issues arise from:
•
GHG emissions both directly from operations and from usage of
Phoenix output downstream. These will be measured once operations
commence, though Scope 3 will take longer to evaluate. Some recent strength
in demand for copper is in part due to (ultimately beneficial to the environment)
increased electric vehicle demand (which is significantly more copper intensive
than internal combustion vehicles) which might be regarded as a marginal
positive from an ESG perspective. It is worth noting that 76% of Idaho’s electricity
is derived from renewables, the third highest of the US states.
•
Waste and Hazardous material management. In particular the
process of heap leaching of (very large) ore piles with toxic chemicals (eg
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cyanide) to create concentrated solutions of metal (eg gold/silver) rich
intermediate liquids has been seen as a high environmental risk , and must be
carefully managed to meet regulatory standards. In a well-managed process
there is a closed circuit from which toxic chemicals cannot escape and pollute
watercourses. This happened at Summitville Colorado, in the 1980s resulting in
25-year $73 billion EPA clean-up which prompted significant litigation,
remediation work and inevitable tightening of rules. Phoenix does plan to use a
more environmentally friendly but equally effective process using non toxic
ammonium thiosulphate, which will facilitate permitting. Phoenix’s detailed
processes for managing tailings waste are not yet clear.
•
Resource efficiency in terms of water and energy management. The
latter is limited impact but will need to be disclosed against benchmarks in due
course.
•
Rehabilitation of sites will involve eventual reforestation and planting
of native grasses. No further deforestation of the site is necessary for operations.

Social Issues
Health and safety most important
of the social issues

In the absence of indigenous heritage issues and given strong community
support for the economic benefits of expanding employment opportunities, the
main social risk will come from Health and Safety. It is premature to assess
performance but management are keen to stress the efficacy of the Mine Health
and Safety Administration (MHSA) regulatory environment which governs safety
for mining operations and to which they will adhere. This, for example, lays down
mandatory training and safety requirements for various roles. In four years of
exploration activity Phoenix has yet to have a lost time incident. It will be
incumbent on the ESG Committee to target and report KPIs in this area.
Given the nature of the operations, and the relatively small workforce, it will take
time to establish and monitor relevant social issues in the workforce such as
diversity. The board is not sufficiently diverse at present, although there are
steadily increasing numbers of qualified female geologists.

Corporate Governance
Good depth of experience

The board has three executive and four non-executives, one of whom is the only
female director. While the Board and non-executives have sufficient depth and
breadth of experience in mining and finance to justify investor confidence, they
have also retained senior external advisors with Harry Kenyon-Slaney (over 37
years of experience in the mining industry, principally with Rio Tinto) joining
Dennis Thomas on an Advisory Board. A more detailed description of the
management team and board is provided in the next section.

Conclusion
Clear indication of looking to
follow best practices

The ESG Committee initiative is clearly welcome, and while operations remain
in very preliminary stages it is hard to give strong ESG judgements. Phoenix has
some advantages given the Idaho jurisdiction it operates within and the positive
nature of the history of the site and legacy environmental baseline. The board
would benefit from greater gender and ethnic diversity in due course but is
undoubtedly well-structured with the minority shareholder in Konnex
represented, and has sufficient expertise of an appropriate nature involved.
While operating in a relatively high ESG risk industry, Phoenix demonstrates a
welcome culture of openness, transparency and willingness to emulate industry
best practice across all facets of ESG.
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Experienced Management Team and Board
Executive Directors
Very experienced management
team

•

Marcus Edwards Jones, Chairman has significant experience in global
institutional capital raisings. MD of Lloyd Edwards-Jones S.A.S. a Paris
and Dubai-based finance boutique specialising in selling equities to
institutional clients and advising resources companies. Graduated from
Oxford University with an MA in Ancient and Modern History. Recently
served as a Non-Executive Director of Georgian Mining

•

Ryan McDermott, CEO has over 25 years’ experience in base and
precious metals mining. Positions including Director of Mining
Operations in Idaho and Montana; general manager in western USA and
in Alaska. He has worked for Kinross Gold, Plexus/Sovereign and
Kleinfelder West. Recently responsible for permitting a new mine into
production in Idaho for GHRMC. Graduate of Idaho State University with
a B.Sc. degree in Geology. Joined Phoenix Copper in March 2017

•

Richard Wilkins, CFO is a Chartered Accountant. He was founding
director of Zeravshan Gold in Tajikistan (Nelson Gold: TSX) and cofounder and director of Oxus Gold (AIM) which produced over 500,000
oz of gold and 1.2m oz of silver from the Amantaytau Goldfields mine in
Uzbekistan. Richard is a non-executive director of Goldstone Resources
(AIM). A graduate of Pembroke College, Oxford.

Non-Executive Directors
High-calibre Non-executive team

•

Roger Turner, NED and CTO, is a co-founder of Phoenix Copper
Limited and has spent over 40 years in the mining industry. He was
previously CEO of Nelson Gold (TSX) and co-founder and CEO of Oxus
Gold (AIM) which built gold mines in Tajikistan and Uzbekistan . Mine
management in Manitoba and British Columbia on copper operations
and Senior Mining Engineer for Rio Tinto Plc in London. A Camborne
School of Mines Graduate mining engineer with an MSc in Economic
Geology from Leicester University.

•

Andre Cohen, NED is a highly experienced banker who has advised on
significant fund raisings and international transportation, infrastructure
and project financings. Economics graduate from Sydney and Yale.

•

Catherine Evans, NED has over 20 years of experience in institutional
investment sales in the UK, Europe, Hong Kong and South Africa. She
started her career with a US brokerage firm before joining Pictet Asset
Management, then spent 10 years working in alternatives, specifically
hedge funds, before joining the founding team of Fundsmith as
Institutional Sales Director. She has a BA from the University of South
Africa in English and Psychology and has a MA from the University of
Kingston.

•

Jason Riley, NED of Phoenix and CEO of ExGen Resources (which
holds a 20% interest in Konnex Resources alongside Phoenix with 80%).
He is Chairman of Konnex Resources. He has over 15 years of
experience in the North American investment and capital markets.
Bachelor of Commerce degree from the University of British Columbia.
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Advisory Board
Founding member part of advisory
team

•

Dennis Thomas is co- founder of Phoenix Copper Limited. He has
held senior management roles including CEO of Delta Pacific Mining plc
and was a Non-Exec Director of Cariboo Gold, Gold, Ridge Resources,
Rembrandt Gold Mines Limited and St Genevieve Resources. A
graduate mining engineer from Camborne School of Mines.

•

Harry Kenyon-Slaney has over 37 years of experience in the mining
industry, principally with Rio Tinto. His experience spans operations,
marketing, projects, finance and business development. He is chairman
of Gem Diamonds Ltd, a non-executive director at Sibanye Stillwater Ltd
and an Advisory Board member at Schenck Process GmbH. He is also
a senior advisor to McKinsey & Company. He has an MSc in Geology
from Southampton University.

ESG Programme Leader
Welcome addition of ESG
Programme leader

•

Lenie Wilkie, ESG Programme Leader, Lenie was born and raised in
Mackay, Idaho. She has an integral sense of values rooted in
environmental care and social involvement. An active participant in the
community using her skills and time for local economic and business
development. Regular volunteer and leader in the community. A
Bachelor of Science degree in Corporate Training from Idaho State
University.
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Time line of key events (Phoenix Copper)
Date

Event

Sept-2013

Company incorporated by Dennis Thomas, Roger Turner and others to evaluate base metals projects

July-2015

Company enters into Konnex option with ExGen with regard to Empire Mine Project

April-2017

Raises approx. £850k via an equity issue
Publishes Maiden JORC Resource for Empire Mine Project; Phase 1 of project to deliver 7k tonnes pa copper
with mine life of 10 years

June-2017

IPO on AIM at 4p per share raising £4.6m (gross) to develop Empire Mine Project

July-2017

First drilling campaign begins (28 drill hole programme)
Results for 5 holes assayed to date exceed average grade of the current JORC resource

Sept-2017

First drilling campaign completed; encouraging results for further 9 holes assayed

October-2017

Encouraging further assay results; commences first of 2 drill holes to examine potential deeper sulphide
resource
Stakes 2 highly-prospective copper-cobalt properties in Idaho Cobalt Belt

November-2017

Final batch of assay results encouraging; commences drilling second hole to examine potential sulphide
resource
Updated JORC resource shows +33% increase in total contained copper to 90,547 tonnes plus significant
values for by-products

December-2017

Increases Empire Mine land position by 70% by adding 33 claims in the Horseshoe Block to north

January-2018

Cobalt Exploration Update - 46 grab samples from the 2 properties show cobalt mineralisation above detection
limits
Empire Drilling Update - encouraging analytical results from 2 drill holes targeting of deeper sulphide resource
Shows polymetallic sulphide mineralisation below oxide zone inc presence of significant Tungsten values

February-2018

Signs option with ExGen to acquire 80% of Gordon Lake gold property in Northwest Territories, Canada

April-2018

Increases Empire Mine land position by 28% by adding 21 claims contiguous to Horseshoe Claims Block
PEA for Empire Mine open-pit copper oxide resource with annual production of 8,124 tonnes of copper and 8
year mine life
Calculates average annual EBITDA at USD31.9m, with a pre-production capex cost of USD61.2m & a project
IRR of 23.5% post-tax

May-2018

Raises £3m (gross) via equity issue, with funds to be used to advance Empire Mine project

June-2018

Bankable Feasibility Study (BFS) drilling begins at Empire Mine; also begins step-out drilling at Empire and
exploration drilling at Horseshoe Block

August 2018

Encouraging first assay results from BFS drilling campaign
1 for 10 share consolidation

September-2018

Robust assay results from in-fill drilling inside PEA open pit; step out drilling identifies previously unknown
mineralisation
Ryan McDermott appointed COO
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Further encouraging assay results for PEA open pit drilling; plus extensive evidence of copper sulphides at
depth
Discovery of 'Red Star' zone of mineralisation to north-west of Empire resource area
October-2018

Begins trading on US OTCQX Best Market

December-2018

Initial results from Red Star drilling show high grades of silver and lead

Feb-2019

Encouraging final assays from 2018 drilling campaign, inc high-grade sulphide intercept at c.130m depth
Increases Empire Mine land position by 3,880 acres, equivalent to a 3-fold increase
Incorporates 2,420 acres Navarre Creek potential epithermal gold play
Allows Gordon Lake option to lapse, in order to focus resources on Empire
Raises c.£1.25m via equity issue

April-2019

Geologist's report finds that Empire Mine comprises world-class polymetallic ore system, with only 1-2%
explored to date

May-2019

Updated Empire Mine resource, showing an increase of +37% in contained copper and significant increases in
contained zinc, gold and silver
Maiden inferred resource at Red Star of c.103k tonnes at av grade of c.173 g/t silver
Raises c.£900k via equity issue

July-2019

Name change from Phoenix Global Mining to Phoenix Copper Ltd

August-2019

Empire Mine new economic model completed based on May 2019 updated resource

October-2019

Geologist's report on Red Star & Horseshoe finds that mineralisation consistent with large scale molybdenumtungsten porphyry system

November-2019

Raises £850k via issue of equity and loan notes

January-2020

Ryan McDermott becomes CEO

February-2020

Empire project Environmental baseline studies completed
Raises c.£1.5m via issue of equity and loan notes for drilling programme at Red Star

April-2020

Commences second phase 20-hole drilling programme at Red Star

May -2020

Resource update for Empire Mine shows 27% increase in M & I resources
Raises c.£1.8m for drilling programmes via equity issue

June 2020

Initial metallurgical test work using ammonium thiosulphate is positive, with gold recoveries >97%

July 2020

Initial assay results from Empire Mine 2020 30-hole drilling programme demonstrate encouraging gold grades

August 2020

First analytical results from Red Star 2020 drilling programme confirm continuation of high-grade silver & lead
system

September 2020

Assay results from Empire Mine show high gold grades

October 2020

Resource update for Empire Mine shows 19% increase in M & I resources

November-2020

Structural geology report indicates significant potential at Red Star for further high-grade silver & lead

January-2021

Encouraging findings from initial Navarre Creek surface sampling programme

February-2021

New Economic Model for Empire Mine shows base case post-tax NPV of $88m (47% IRR) with pre-production
capital cost of $52.6m
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March-2021

Raises c.£18.4m via equity issue to fund development of Empire Mine, as well as Red Star and Navarre Creek
exploration

April-2021

Increases Empire Mine land position by 1,160 acres, giving flexibility to adjsut haulage and ancillary processing
areas

May-2021

Earn-in agreement for Redcastle cobalt property signed with First Cobalt Corp

July-2021

Plan of Operations for Empire Mine Open Pit filed with Bureau of Land Management
First hole of deep Sulphide drilling programme encounters intense sulphide-rich mineralisation below open pit
copper oxide deposit

August-2021

Mandates BNY Mellon to establish ADR programme for US QTCQX market
Increases Navarre Creek land position by additional 1,157 acres, bringing total land holding to 3,577 acres

September-2021

Assay results from first hole of deep sulphide drilling programme show presence of high grade copper
Source: Phoenix Copper Ltd, SEAL Advisors
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Glossary of Terms
ADIT

An adit is a horizontal or nearly horizontal tunnel for working or draining a mine,
and can also be called a drift or a sough – depending on where you are in the
country. Adit levels can be deep or shallow and are generally the lowest level
from which water can be drained.

ASSAY

An assay is a process of analysing a substance to determine its composition or
quality. The term is often used in the mining industry to refer to tests of ore or
minerals

BRECCIA

Breccia is a term generally used for an enigmatic rock group that consists of a
variety of individual mineral grains or broken fragments of rocks, often very
angular and cemented together by a fine grain matrix, and sometimes glassy
matrix which may or may not be similar to the composition of rock fragments.

COPPER OXIDE & COPPER
SULPHIDE

The two main types of copper ore are copper oxide ores and copper sulphide
ores. Both ore types can be economically mined, but they are processed in
different ways. Copper sulphide ores are typically the most profitable copper
ore type to mine because they have higher copper content and the copper in
them can more easily be separated from unwanted minerals (the gange).
Copper oxide ores have the advantage in that they are more abundant and
tend to be nearer the surface.

JORC

The JORC Code provides a mandatory system for the classification of minerals
Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves according to the
levels of confidence in geological knowledge and technical and economic
considerations in Public Reports. JORC is a professional code of practice that
sets minimum standards for Public Reporting of minerals Exploration Results,
Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves.

LoM

Life -of-Mine (LoM) the time in which, through the employment of the available
capital, the ore reserves, or such reasonable extension of the ore reserves as
conservative geological analysis may justify, will be extracted.

M&I

M & I refers to “measured” and “indicated reserves. "Measured Mineral
Resource" refers to that part of a Mineral Resource for which quantity, grade or
quality, densities, shape and physical characteristics are so well established
that they can be estimated with confidence sufficient to allow the appropriate
application of technical and economic parameters, to support production
planning and evaluation of the economic viability of the deposit. The term
"Indicated Mineral Resource" refers to that part of a Mineral Resource for which
quantity, grade or quality, densities, shape and physical characteristics can be
estimated with a level of confidence sufficient to allow the appropriate
application of technical and economic parameters, to support mine planning
and evaluation of the economic viability of the deposit.

MOLYBDENUM ORE

Molybdenum Ore is recovered as a by-product of copper or tungsten mining.
Molybdenum is mined primarily in the United States, China, Chile and Peru.
Most commercial molybdenum is used in the production of alloy. It is a silverywhite metal that is ductile and highly resistant to corrosion. It has one of the
highest melting points of all pure elements

NI 43-101

National Instrument 43-101, Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects,
governs a company's public disclosure of scientific and technical information
about its mineral projects.
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OPEN PIT

Open-pit mining, also known as opencast mining, is a surface mining technique
that extracts minerals from an open pit in the ground. Open-pit mining is the
most common method used throughout the world for mineral mining and does
not require extractive methods or tunnels. This surface mining technique is
used when mineral or ore deposits are found relatively close to the surface of
the earth (reference: Anglo American)

PEA

Preliminary Economic Assessment - study that includes an economic analysis
of the potential viability of a project's mineral resources.

POLYMETALLIC ORE

Polymetallic ore (or polymetal ore) is an ore that is the source of more than one
metal suitable for recovery.

PORPHYRY ORE

Porphyry ore deposits are the Earth's major resources of copper, molybdenum,
and rhenium (Sillitoe, 2010) and also provide significant amounts of gold, silver,
and other metals. Mineralization styles include stockwork veins, hydrothermal
breccias, and wall-rock replacements.

SKARN DEPOSITS

Skarn is coarse-grained metamorphic rocks that forms by a metasomatism.
Also called tactites. Skarn tend to be rich in calcium-magnesium-ironmanganese-aluminium silicate minerals that also referred to calc-silicate
minerals. Skarn, in geology, metamorphic zone developed in the contact area
around igneous rock intrusions when carbonate sedimentary rocks are invaded
by large amounts of silicon, aluminium, iron, and magnesium. Many skarns
also include ore minerals; several productive deposits of copper or other base
metals have been found in and adjacent to skarns.

USGS

USGS was created by an act of Congress in 1879, USGS has evolved over the
decades matching its talent and knowledge to the progress of science and
technology. USGS is the sole science agency for the Department of the
Interior.
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NOTES
i

This section detailing the history of the Empire Mine draws heavily from:
Umpleby (1917); Farwell & Full (1944); Mitchell (1997).
ii

See Farwell & Full (1944) where it is described how ore was typically mined
as soon as it was developed (pg 12) and how ‘the full width of the contact zone
has not been systematically determined or explored, nor has the full length of
the copper-bearing zone.’ Pg 16
iii

Between 1962-1975 a total of 173 exploration holes were drilled by several
companies, mainly in the AP Pit area, the last in the series being Exxon with a
10-hole campaign in 1975. Exploration work by CAMBIOR in 1996-97 was
more wide-ranging in scope, with just under half of the 47 holes drilled focused
on the AP Pit. That said, the primary focus was the near-surface oxide zone,
with CAMBIOR defining a (non JORC compliant) oxide resource beneath the
AP Pit of 16.5m tonnes grading 0.49% Copper, along with some Zinc, silver
and gold by-products – see Maund, A Summary Review, April 2015, pgs 2 & 5.
This almost exclusive focus on the AP Pit area/shallow oxide resource holds for
subsequent exploration drilling by Trio Gold (2004-5), Journey Resources
(2006) and Musgrove Minerals (2011). For further detail on the modern day
drilling history of the Empire Mine see summary by SRK Exploration in Phoenix
Copper AIM Admission document, pg 111-124
Maund states in his October 2019 updated report that, “Finally, the foregoing
reinforces the view, held in the writer’s previous report on the Empire Mine
Project for PXC of last April 2019, that the potential mineralised system has
been less than 1% exploited and explored.”
iv

v

Based on ATS Bench Scale test results performed on a 400 llb metallurgical
sample with a head grade of 12.8 g/ton gold by AuRIC Labs, Salt Lake City,
Utah. See RNS statement dated 29th June 2020
Maund writes how ‘to date pre-occupation with the near surface oxide
resource around the historic AP pit area has ignored the very much larger Cuprecious metal and base metal sulphide potential of the subjacent protolith
below the superficial zone of oxidation and along strike from the historic AP pit’
(Maund, 2019, pg 2).
vi

vii

Noted mining entrepreneur Robert Friedland is quoted as saying that he
estimates the future copper requirement per EV at 359 pounds = c.163 kgs
Fitch estimates that renewables will account for c.62% of annual ‘green
copper’ demand between 2020-2030 – cited on Mining.com, June 2021
viii
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